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Executive Summary
The Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) for the Proposed Resource Management Plan
(PRMP) is lengthy and complex. The purpose of this report is to extract facts on key issues and
present them in summary form. It has been widely reported that this plan is an improvement over
BLM’s “recent timber sale offerings.” Given that recent offerings do not reflect expectations of the
applicable, current plan, and are not sustainable, this is an inappropriate baseline for comparison.
This report compares the “Current Plan” (the existing RMP), which is based upon the Northwest
Forest Plan (NWFP), with the Proposed RMP. This is a comparison of the plan that is in place with
what is proposed to replace it. The report illustrates:





Basic information on the western Oregon forest lands, how the forest is allocated, managed,
and the anticipated economic outputs.
The PRMP excludes sustained yield management from most timberlands and for those lands
allocated for sustained yield the management would be well below the sustained yield
capacity of the lands.
The regional distribution of benefits from management of the forest, under the PRMP, is
uneven and is not commensurate with potential of these lands.

 BLM made commitments to provide a high degree of certainty. There are numerous
uncertainties that from multiple layers of regulatory constraint and other factors that may
significantly delay and reduce the reported outcomes under the PRMP.

Data and Definitions
Acreage Reporting
The 2.5 million acres of BLM administered lands in the planning area includes noncommercial forest
land east of highway 97 that does not include any O&C lands. Excluding those eastern Oregon
lands leaves 2.3 million acres of BLM administered land west of highway 97 and in western Oregon.
Excluding all non-forest areas (roads, rock, water, etc.) leaves the western Oregon forested land base
of 2.16 million acres. All acres and percentages in this report are based on this 2.16 million acre
“forested’ land base in western Oregon. The percentage values in this report will differ from those
reported by BLM, which are based on all BLM administered lands in the planning area. Percentages
in this report may have minor rounding differences depending on how the data was subdivided.
The data developed by the BLM for the vegetation modeling was obtained by Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA) and is the basis for this report. This permits development of summaries
not found in the FEIS. Intermingled Public Domain (PD) Lands are included in this report.
Definitions
Sustained Yield - The rate of harvest that is in balance with, and does not exceed, the
growth rate of the forest.
Reserves - “In the context of these land use allocations, the term “reserve” indicates that the BLM or
Congress have reserved lands within the allocation from sustained-yield timber production.i”
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Record of Decision Boundaries and Zones
At the conclusion of the planning process the BLM will issue two Records of Decisions (RODs) for
the RMPs. The Northern ROD will cover the Salem, Eugene, Coos Bay, and north half of the
Roseburg District. The Southern ROD will cover the south half of the Roseburg District, the whole
of the Medford District, and the Klamath Falls Resource Area within the Lakeview District. In this
report the Northern ROD has been subdivided into the Coastal and Interior Zones because they are
distinctively different under the PRMP.
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Age Class Distribution and Allocations
“Reserves” – The Reserve allocations by definition preclude sustained yield management. The
Reserve allocations include; Large Contiguous Blocks of Late-Successional Forest, Older More
Structurally Complex Multi-Layered Conifer Forest, Riparian Reserves, and other reserves (see
discussion beginning on page 9 of this report for additional discussion of Reserves). In some of
these Reserve designations harvest may occur for conservation objectives but it is not conducted
under principles of sustained yield and is not a sustainable source of volume for the long term.
“Harvest Land Base” - (HLB) - After all the reserve designations were made the remaining land
was allocated for long-term sustained-yield objectives.

Western Oregon - Age Class and Allocations
Graphic 1 – 2,162,000 Forested Acres – (1,000s)

Harvest Land Base – 469,000 acres, Reserves – 1,693,000 acres


This western Oregon summary averages out geographic variations that are more evident at
the North/South ROD and finer scales which are provided in the next sections.



Note - After nearly 80 years of harvest of the O&C forest there are currently 1,156,000
acres, 54% of the forest, in stands 80 years and older. At the time of the O&C Act it was
estimated there was 46 to 50 billion board feet in standing timber volume. Between 1937 to
the present over 45 billion board feet has been harvested from these lands. Today there are
73 billion board feet of standing timber. This is a demonstration of many decades of
successful sustained yield management on the O&C lands.
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Age Class and Allocations – by ROD Boundaries
Graphic 2 – Northern – 1,183,000 Forested Acres – 55% of Western Oregon

Harvest Land Base – 219,000 acres, Reserves – 963,000 acres

Graphic 3 – Southern - 979,000 Forested Acres – 45% of Western Oregon

Harvest Land Base – 250,000 acres, Reserves – 729,000 acres


97% of the mature forest, 120 years and older, in the Northern area is reserved. (347,000
acres)



Over half of the Northern acres in Reserves are less than 80 years of age. (504,000 acres)



86% of the mature forest, 120 years and older, in the HLB is located in the Southern area.
(63,000 acres)
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Age Class and Allocations – Northern ROD – Interior and Coastal Zones
Graphic 4 – Northern Interior – 510,000 Forested Acres – 24% of Western Oregon

Harvest Land Base – 145,000 acres, Reserves – 365,000 acres

Graphic 5 – Northern Coastal – 672,000 Forested Acres – 31% of Western Oregon

Harvest Land Base – 74,000 acres, Reserves – 598,000 acres


The Northern Interior Zone at 510,000 acres is smaller than the Northern Coastal Zone at
672,000 acres.



66% of the HLB in the Northern area is located in the Interior Zone.



The HLB in both Interior and Coastal Zones have proportionately low amounts of forest 80
years and older, with very little in the Coastal Zone.



The harvest in the Northern area will rely on stands that have yet to achieve maturity (are
less than 80-120 years). “Reserving older forests in the action alternatives would force the BLM to
harvest stands less than 80 years old for up to 100 years before transitioning completely to longer rotations. ii”
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Intensity of Management – Sustained Yield Capacity
The O&C Act states that timber lands shall be managed for permanent forest production and the
timber thereon shall be sold cut, and removed in conformity with the principles of sustained yield.
 The Annual Productive Capacity shall be determined and declared.
 The Annual Sustained Yield Capacity shall be sold annually.

Graphic 6 – Management Intensities - Forested Acres by the ROD Boundaries (1,000s acres)

A range of sustained yield management intensities can be used to achieve multiple objectives from a
forest. The O&C Act requires that all timber lands be managed on a sustained yield basis and the
sustained yield capacity of those lands be offered for sale annually. The BLM land allocations and
designations for the intensity of management under the PRMP do not reflect anywhere near the
annual productive capacity or the sustained yield capacity from the 2.16 million acres of the O&C
forest lands.


The majority, 82% of the northern and 75% in the southern, forest was placed in Reserves
which by definition precludes sustained yield management.



Only 18% of the northern and 25% of the southern forest is allocated to the HLB for
sustained yield management based on the ROD boundaries.



The FEIS illustrates the timber production at various intensitiesiii on a per acre basis.
Regeneration harvest without tree retention reflects full timber production capacity. Various
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levels of tree retention reduce not only the volume at the time of regeneration harvest but
also the growth rate of the newly established stand.
o None of the lands included in the HLB will be managed at full timber production
capacity.
o The Moderate and Low Intensity Management Areas reflect between a 19 to 23%
reduction from full timber production capacity.
o The Uneven-Aged Management Area reflects a 63% reduction from full timber
production capacity.

Reserves – Three Largest Components.
The Reserve components are overlapping designations. The FEIS expresses acreage in a complex
hierarchy and does not report the gross area of the Reserve components. This makes judging
relative size and comparison with the Current Plan difficult. There are numerous other components
of the Reserves. A gross area comparison for the largest three is provided below.
1) Large Block Reserves – Gross Area 1,002,000 Acres – 46% of BLM Forest
Graphic 7 – Large Block Age Class Distribution.



The Current Plan gross area of the large block reserves is 806,000 acres/37% of the forest.



The Proposed RMP Large Block Reserves are 1,002,000 acres /46%. This is an increase of
196,000 acres over the Current Plan.



Long term sustained yield management is precluded and only byproduct, non-sustainable
thinning harvest will occur.



Much of the increase in large blocks is in the
coast range where size and spacing criteria did
not limit their size as in Alternative C. (Blue –
BLM Large Block Allocation, Yellow - Other BLM,
Green – Forest Service, Light Blue – State)
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The Large Blocks are to provide “large continuous blocks of late-successional forest”. Late
successional forest is roughly defined as forest which is 80 years and older. 45% of the
PRMP Large Blocks are under age 80 and are not currently late-successional forest. The
BLM checkerboard cannot provide “continuous blocks” due to the ownership pattern.



The BLM did not explore sustained yield management alternatives for the large block
allocation. In the Purpose and Need Statement they concluded, as an upfront decision, that
large blocks would not develop in absence of reservesiv. Sustained yield management could
be applied to this allocation with an emphasis on maintaining the BLM landscape in late
successional forest by a combination of the type of silviculture that is applied, the rotation
length, and some temporary deferral of harvest of the highest quality habitat as the network
develops over time.

2) Older More Structurally Complex Forest – 247,000 Acres 11% BLM Forest
The Purpose and Need Statement identified a "need" to “maintain” older more structurally
complex forest. This concept was largely based on the recommendation in the spotted owl
Recovery Plan – Recovery Action 32 to maintain substantially all older more structurally
complex forest. The addition of this provision in the Purpose and Need elevated the Recovery
Plan “recommendation” into a requirement.


The Current Plan was based on an ecosystem approach with an extensive reserve
network of large blocks and riparian reserves. Outside of those two allocations no
individual stand level designations were made to reserve older forest.



Outside of the Large Block Reserves an additional 247,000 acre of older stands are
designated under the PRMP as Reserves to maintain older more structurally complex
forest. These individual forest stand based Reserves are 11% of the BLM Forest.



When combined with the Large Block network this represents a total 57% of the BLM
Forest being placed in Reserves and thus precluding sustained yield management.



In the Purpose and Need BLM committed to
exploring different alternatives for defining
older more structurally complex forest by stand
age, structure, size, or landscape context. The
individual stands in the map shown in green are
an example of some of these individual stand
level Reserves west of Eugene. This is in a
landscape that is dominated by private
industrial lands, most of which have been
harvested at least once. Much of this landscape
is behind locked gates through which the public
has no access. The biological capability of these scattered small fragments to provide
effective habitat for the spotted owl is highly questionable. BLM did not adequately
explore landscape context in making this Reserve designation.
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BLM made mapped designations for this Reserve allocation with the intent of fulfilling
the Recovery Action 32 objectives. Given the public has not seen the Biological Opinion
from the USF&WS for the PRMP, it is unknown if BLM designations will result in a
definitive statement from USF&WS that what has been designated will be enough.
There may be additional stands in the HLB that meet the very general definition of
“older more structurally complex forest” that were not included in this allocation and
that USF&WS will object to harvesting or will be avoided by BLM when planning sales
in the HLB.

3) Riparian Reserves
The management direction for the Riparian Reserves can be found starting on page 1117 at Link
to Appendix B. This summary will not attempt to describe the different widths associated with
the various zones and watershed classes that direct the size of the Riparian Reserves. Below is
an acreage comparison based upon the full extent of the Riparian Reserves across all forest lands
on BLM in western Oregon. The type of management permitted is also described.
Graphic 8 – PRMP Riparian Reserves – 749,000 Acres – 35% BLM Forest



The PRMP has a three zone Riparian Reserve system:
o Inner zone directly adjacent to streams which no harvest will occur.
o Middle zone in which trees will be cut and left on site. The first decade
modeling indicated approximately 2 million board feet would be cut and left on
site annually if fully implemented.
o The outer zone where non sustainable thinning is permitted. Within this zone
33,000 acres are 80 years and older which are not likely to be thinned.
o In the first decade the modeling indicates at full implementation approximately
8,300 acres would be thinned, which is approximately 1% of the Riparian
Reserve or less than ½ of a percent of BLM forested land.
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Graphic 9 – Current Plan Riparian Reserves – 880,000v Acres – 40% of BLM Forest



The Current Plan has no zone system. The entire Reserve, in younger stands, is available
for thinning down to the edge of streams.



Just under half of the Current Plan Riparian Reserve is 80 years and older and would not
likely be thinned.



The Current Plan, based on the NWFP, established “interim widths” that are reflected in
the data above. The authors of the NWFP intended these to be interim as an incentive
to complete watershed analysis. After watershed analyses were completed the Riparian
Reserve would have been reduced to approximately 20% of the BLM forest land. The
processes to adjust these widths established by the Regional Ecosystem Office were
overly burdensome and in very few cases have the widths actually been adjusted.



The BLM analysis in the 2008 FEIS and again with the 2016 FEIS concluded that the
NWFP full riparian widths are in excess of what is needed to provide effect protection
for fish and water.

Reserves - Salvage Management Direction
For 78% of BLM Lands - “Do not conduct timber salvage, except when necessary to
protect public safety, or to keep roads and other infrastructure clear of debris.vi”
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Harvest Volume by District – Current and Proposed Plan
The 1995 RMP is based on the NWFPvii and is reflected in the graphics below as the “Current Plan”.
The sustained yields are determined and declared for each these Districts
Graphic 10 – Sustained Yield and Reserve Volume – Current and Proposed Plan by District



BLM’s PRMP has a smaller land base allocated to sustain yield and is managed in a way that
produces less volume than the Current Plan. The PRMP Reserves are larger and there is less
timber produced than under the Current Plan.



Changes in Sustainable Harvest – Current to Proposed Plans
o The Salem and Eugene Districts combined have a 24% increase. These districts are
being consolidated and will be administered as the “Northern District”.
o The Coos Bay, Roseburg and Medford Districts, and Klamath Falls Resource Area
in the Lakeview District combined have a have a 52% reduction in harvest.



These changes in the sustainable long term harvest levels have direct effects on regional
employment, infrastructure, and community stability.
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Harvest Acres – First Decade by ROD Boundaries
The vegetation modeling calculates the sustainable harvest level for the HLB and non-sustainable
by-product from harvest in the Reserves. The modeling reflects the assumptions for the types of
harvest expressed in both volume and acres treated. In the graphics below “Thin” reflects all forms
of partial harvest (selection and thinning). “Two Aged” reflects the regeneration harvest with tree
retention in the low and moderate intensity management areas.
Northern ROD - 1,183,000 Forested Acres – 55% of Western Oregon
Graphic 11 - Harvest & Reserve Land Bases
Harvest Acres by Age Class in the First Decade - (1,000s)



Harvest Land Base - Forest maturity is achieved in these forests between age 80 and 120+
years of age. Given the relative young stands in the HLB these levels of harvest below
maturity (ages 60-70) will occur for many decades. Two thirds of this harvest will occur in
the Interior Zone with only one third occurring in the Coastal Zone. This means that mills
and communities in the Coastal Zone will not share proportionately in the economic
benefits of activities within the HLB.
Annual Volume – 154 million board feet – 75% of the western Oregon ASQ volume.



Reserve Land Base – Given the exclusion of management from the northern Reserves, in
the mature age classes, only 2% of this land base is assumed to be treated in the first decade.
The Reserves are not managed to provide a sustained yield and volume will decline in future
decades.
First decade volume – 56 million board feet – 77% of the W. Oregon Non-ASQ volume.
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Southern ROD - 979,000 Forested Acres – 45% of Western Oregon
Graphic 12 – Harvest & Reserve Land Bases - Harvest Acres in the First Decade



Harvest Land Base – The majority of this thinning harvest is in the Uneven-Aged
Management Area to increase fire resiliency. These resiliency focused treatments will treat
only 15% of the HLB in the first decade. These treatments place emphasis, proportionally,
on the older end of the forest ages.
Annual Volume – 51 million board feet – 25% of the western Oregon ASQ volume.



Reserve Land Base – The thinning in the Reserves also has a fire resiliency objective.
These resiliency-focused treatments will treat 19% of the southern Reserves in the first
decade. These treatments are occurring across the spectrum of age classes but less so
proportionally in the older ages as compared to the HLB. The selection harvest thinning is
only harvesting between 5-6.5 thousand board feet per acre which is questionable on an
economic basis.
First decade volume – 17 million board feet – 23% of the western Oregon Non-ASQ
volume



Rate of Treatment - Given the need to improve fire resiliency in this area at these rates it
will be many decades before these fire prone landscapes will have been treated and risks
materially reduced.
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Economics – Payments to Counties.
Payments to counties were funded by BLM timber sales up until the NWFP, when direct payments
were made by Congress through the Safety Net and Secure Rural Schools programs. From 1960
through 2011 those annual payments averaged $134 millionviii (in constant value dollars.) There are
no plans for Secure Rural School payments for this year or the future, which means a return to
timber sale revenue for payments to counties.
Graphic 13 – Payments to Counties – Millions Dollars Annually



The Current Plan is a benchmark for what the NWFP was supposed to provide. The
underlying sustained yield management practices were never achieved over the last 20 years.



The dollars shown for the Proposed Plan assumes full implementation and includes the
timber sale volume from reserves. It will be years to achieve full implementation, if ever. As
the reserve harvest volume declines, payments to counties will decline.



Current timber sales, based on 2012 implementation, reflect the amount counties would
have received in the absence of Secure Rural Schools payments. BLM’s recent
implementation is still largely an unsustainable thinning program that has high logging cost
of lower value logs. The 2012 sales provide an insight into the large gap between what
counties will receive in the short term and what is projected under the PRMP.
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Economics – Jobs
The FEIS reports the anticipated level of BLM based jobsix for timber and recreational related
industries in the first decade. The graphics below are based on two groups of Districts because data
was not segregated by the ROD boundaries.



Northern & Coastal – Salem, Eugene, and Coos Bay
Southern Interior – Roseburg, Medford, and Klamath Falls.

Graphic 14 – Jobs – Timber Related Industries.



Under the Current Plan the regional distribution is generally equal.



Under the PRMP 62% of the jobs are in the Northern and Coastal, and 38% in the Southern
Interior Districts.



Overall there is a 31% reduction in jobs from the Current Plan.
o A 17% reduction in the Northern and Coastal Districts.
o A 46% reduction in the Southern Interior Districts.
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Graphic 15 – Jobs – Recreation Related Industries.



There is no significant difference in the regional distribution of level of jobs between the
Current Plan and the Proposed RMP.

BLM Employeesx – Average for the first Decade.
Northern and Coastal Districts
Salem
Eugene
Coos Bay
Total

Current
150
130
109
389

PRMP Change
137
-9%
150
15%
58
-47%
345
-11%

Southern Interior Districts
Roseburg
Medford
Klamath Falls
Total

117
231
41
389

132
310
48
490

13%
34%
17%
26%

Western Oregon Total

778

835

7%



Overall the BLM employees would increase by 7% under the PRMP.



Other than the Coos Bay District these results seem to be inconsistent with the changes in
work associated with the timber sale program under the PRMP.
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Economics – Other Reported Values and Costs
Market Valuations - Real Dollars


Total Value of Harvested Timber - The FEIS makes a false comparison of current
implementation (2012 timber sales) in stating the total value of the harvested timber would
increase from $23 million dollars to $51 million under the PRMP. Under the Current Plan
the total value of the harvested timber is supposed to be $93 million dollarsxi. The change
from the Current Plan to the PRMP is a 45% reduction, not an increase.



Earningsxii - In 2012, BLM management contributed $355 million in earnings to the
planning area. BLM management under the Current Plan would contribute $465 million in
earnings. The PRMP is projected to provide $330 million, a 29% reduction from the Current
Plan and a 7% reduction from 2012 levels.

Non Market Goods and Services – “Market and non-market values are comparable insofar as they both
reflect changes in society’s overall economic well-being. However, they are not comparable in how they contribute to the
fiscal status of the economy. Market and non-market goods and services are not necessarily mutually exclusive and, in
many cases, are complementary. xiii”


Recreation - BLM-administered lands provide over $200 million in value to recreation
participants annuallyxiv.



Carbon – The annual value of net carbon storage would increase under all alternatives
considered from an average of $85 million per year in 2012. Under the PRMP the annual
value was estimated at $159 million dollarsxv.
o “There are multiple sources of uncertainty in estimating the amount of carbon stored on the BLMadministered lands within the planning area. Although it is not possible to quantify all of the
sources of error, the potential error in the estimate for any one alternative and the Proposed RMP
likely exceeds the amount of variance among the alternatives and the Proposed RMPxvi”.
o “Management to adapt to climate change may not necessarily be consistent with management to
maximize carbon storage. D’Amato et al. (2011) caution that rigid adherence to a single objective,
such as maximizing carbon storage, is likely to result in adverse effects to other ecosystem components
critical to long-term functioning in the face of changing climatexvii”.
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Timber Sale Program - Costs
BLM refined the timber sale preparation costs from the Draft EIS average of $200/MBF to District based
cost for each alternative to account for the variation in harvest volume yield per acre. The table below
compares the Current Plan and the PRMP timber sale program costs on a per thousand board feet basis.

Northern and Coastal Districts
Salem
Eugene
Coos Bay
Average

Current
$204
$219
$172
$198

PRMP
$138
$136
$203
$159

Change
-32%
-38%
18%
-20%

$182
$218
$172
$191

$265
$318
$315
$299

46%
46%
83%
57%

Southern Interior Districts
Roseburg
Medford
Klamath Falls Resource Area
Average


It is assumed that the reduction in costs under the PRMP in the Northern and Coastal Districts
reflects the relative higher productivity but also the reduction in process related costs (Survey and
Manage, Watershed Analysis, etc) associated with the Current Plan.



The increase in costs in the Sothern Interior Districts is a reflection of the complexity in uneven-aged
management sales which have relatively low per acre harvest with high levels of post-harvest
retention.



Average stumpage prices for the first decade under the PRMP are $246/Mbfxviii .
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Uncertainties – No Take of Spotted Owls.
“Under the Proposed RMP, the BLM would not authorize timber sales
that would cause the incidental takexix of northern spotted owl territorial
pairs or resident singles from timber harvest until implementation of a
barred owl management program consistent with the assumptions
contained in the Biological Opinion on the RMP has begun.”xx
The FEIS does not reveal the extent of these sites under the
PRMP. A FOIA request for the data associated with spotted
owl sites was made in order to assess the degree these site
overlay the Harvest Land Base. BLM’s response was “we did
not include any spatial data of the owl home range information in the
PRMP vegetation modeling.xxi”
Sub Alternative B in the Draft EIS evaluated the effects of
“reserving all known and historic northern spotted owl sites
that would be in the harvest land base in Alternative B.xxii”
The PRMP harvest land base is reduced from Alternative B
largely due to the increase in the Riparian Reserves. The
PRMP is therefore sufficiently identical to Alternative B to
extrapolate from the BLM's previous owl site analysis and
assess probable impacts to the PRMP. The estimates
provided in this report were based on the 258,000 acres of
forest stands that were associated with the owl sites in the Sub Alternative B data. Applying those
stands to the PRMP resulted in identifying 163,000 acres in the HLB in spotted owl sites.
Graphic 16 – Harvest Land Base Acres and Owl Sites by District - (1,000s acres)
163,000 total acres of owl sites in the Harvest Land Base
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Graphic 17 – Harvest Land Base Acres and Owl Sites by ROD Areas - (1,000s acres)

Graphic 18 – Harvest Land Base Annual Volumexxiii and Owl Sites by ROD Areas - (MMBF)
Based on first decade modeling



Impact - Based on known and historic sites this involves approximately 30-40% of the acres
in the HLB and the modeled harvest volume in the first decade.



Duration? - BLM does state an assumption for how long avoidance of sites will occur. The
BLM assumes that the barred owl management program would begin within approximately 5 years of the
signing of the Record of Decision, and subsequently the BLM would remove the prohibition on incidental
take of northern spotted owl territorial pairs or resident singles resulting from timber sales.xxiv
o BLM also states “”would not authorize timber sales that would cause the incidental take of
northern spotted owl territorial pairs or resident singles from timber harvest until implementation of
a barred owl management program consistent with the assumptions contained in the Biological
Opinion. The Biological opinion has not been provided to the public at the time of
this report. It is impossible to determine what “consistent with the assumptions”
means.
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o Once Barred Owl control begins does BLM mean that “subsequently” occurs
immediately at some undefined period afterwards?
o The USF&WS has stated in the Cooperating Agency forum that it is unlikely barred
owl control, from a practical standpoint, will be applied across the entire range of the
species. If it is determined that it is not practical in some areas will this result in a
continuation of a no take policy by the BLM?
o The BLM timber sale planning process involves 3 years of work. Will BLM develop
sales that involve take in advance of the beginning of the bared owl management
program and it has been determined it is consistent with the assumptions in the
Biological Opinion?


Potential Effects
o The BLM Sub Alternative B demonstrated that if these known and historic sites are
removed from the HLB the sustainable harvest level would be reduced by nearly
50%. Given the PRMP HLB is similar, the potential effects of a permanent no take
policy would be similar and result in reducing the sustainable harvest level under the
PRMP to just 100 mmbf.
o The FEIS does not reveal the effects of deferring harvest. Given a transition period
of 3 years to implement the new plan and the time lag in planning timber sales it is
reasonably foreseeable that full management of the HLB, including harvest within
owl sites, will not occur in the first decade. The 2008 RMP FEIS demonstrated that
deferring management in 18% of the HLB would cause substantial reductions in the
long-term sustained yield.
o The NWFP designated 70% of the BLM forest to reserves under the concept of an
“Ecosystem Management” approach to provide landscape conditions for all species.
This was envisioned as an alternative to the failed single species management
approaches. BLM has now designated 78% of the forest to reserves under the PRMP
and greatly reduced the intensity of management of the HLB yet is returning to
single species management on top of this very conservative land management
approach.
o BLM’s statement - “ There is sufficient flexibility in scheduling the order in which stands would
be harvested in the Harvest Land Base during the first half of the first decade of RMP
implementation to avoid harvest that would result in incidental take of northern spotted owls without
reducing the long-term sustained yield.xxv” This is highly optimistic.
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Uncertainties – Critical Habitat (CH)
Critical Habitat Designations
The US Fish and Wild Life Service (USF&WS) has designated critical habitat on the BLM lands for;
 Northern Spotted Owl (NSO)
1,154,000 forested acres.
 Marbled Murrelet (MAMU)
464,000 forested acres. (in the coast range)
 Combined
1,236,000 forested acres. (82,000 MAMU CH outside
NSO CH)

These designations were made at different points in time and although both species rely on similar
habitats a single purpose designation was not attempted or created in the coast range. These
designations were in place prior to BLM beginning their planning process.
Critical Habitats and BLM Large Block Design
Graphic 19 – Overlay of Critical Habitats and BLM Large Block Design.

The development of spotted owl critical habitat was made for the range of the spotted owl and
relied on static vegetation conditions. BLM had projection of forest conditions over time which
indicates where on the landscape large blocks of habitat will develop in the shortest amount of time.
The USF&WS did not utilize this information on the O&C landscape or acknowledge the unique
sustained yield mandate for these lands in developing the Critical Habitat designation.
The BLM utilized the projection of forest conditions in designing the large block network for where
habitat will develop in the shortest amount of time. In Graphic 19 it shows;


The USF&WS designs for Critical Habitat designated 483,000 in excess of BLM’s large block
network.



BLM’s design for a large block network designated 249,000 that were not recognized as
essential in the USF&WS Critical Habitat designation. Sustained yield management is
precluded on these lands.



The PRMP did not resolve the inconsistency between the multiple layers of regulation
established by the different Agencies for the O&C lands. The effects on long term sustained
yield management on the O&C by this duplicity of designations have not been revealed in
the FEIS.
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Graphic 20 - Critical Habitats and PRMP Allocations & Age Classes
1,236,000 acres of northern spotted owl and marbled murrelet Critical Habitat



“Under all alternatives and the Proposed RMP, the BLM would manage northern spotted owl critical
habitat in accordance with the “special management considerations or protections” mandated by the final rule
on critical habitat.”xxvi
These special management considerations or protections (SMCPs) include;
1. “Conserve older stands that contain the conditions to support northern spotted owl occupancy or
high-value northern spotted owl habitat as described in Recovery Actions 10 and 32. This
recommendation applies to all land-use allocations.”
2. “Management emphasis needs to be placed on meeting northern spotted owl recovery goals and longterm ecosystem restoration and conservation. When there is a conflict between these goals, actions that
would disturb or remove the essential physical or biological features of northern spotted owl critical
habitat need to be minimized and reconciled with long-term ecosystem restoration goals.”
3. “In areas that are not currently late seral forest or high-value habitat and where more traditional
forest management might be conducted (e.g., matrix), these activities should consider applying
ecological forestry prescriptions.”



Harvest Land Base designated as Critical Habitat;
o The 40% of the HLB in Critical Habitat - All three SMCPs will apply.
o All stands 80 years and older (late seral). SMCP #1 will apply.
o All stands less than 80 years of age (not currently late seral). SMCP #3 will apply to
these lands initially. As the forest ages and become “older” SMCP # 1 will apply.
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It has not been disclosed the level of additional constraint on sustained yield management
that will result from the duplicative designation of Critical Habitat on top of the PRMP
allocations. BLM makes a commitment to follow the Special Management Considerations or
Protections that by reference tier to the spotted owl Recovery Plan Actions 10 and 32.
Those Recovery Actions, which were recommendations, with BLM’s commitment in the
PRMP will likely be elevated to requirements in implementation. When BLM and the
USF&WS were asked at the final Cooperating Agency meeting if there were would be any
further constraints on the HLB in consultation at the project level both Agencies declined to
answer. At the time of this report the Biological Opinion at the plan level has not been
shared outside of the Agencies.

Uncertainties - Other
1) Transition Time Frame and Achieving Full Implementation.


Achieving Predicted Revenue - The reported outcomes under the PRMP, particularly
payments to counties of $25.6 million dollars, are dependent on full implementation of
the forest management practices assumed in the PRMP. BLMs recent timber sale
offerings have largely been thinning with only minor amounts of regeneration harvest.
The 2012 timber sales would generate only $11 million dollars in payments to counties.



Timber Sales in Compliance with PRMP - Timber sale planning in the BLM involves
2-3 years of planning. BLM sales are generally offered on 3 year contracts. The
combination of these factors will result in at least a 4 to 5 year lag before the counties
would receive payments from the first timber sales designed under the PRMP.



Budget – BLM’s current budget related to “current offerings” of approximately 203
MMBF is $109 million. BLM’s budget request for fiscal year 2017 is based on the
approximate amount to produce 203 MMBF. Full timber production under the PRMP
is a 37% increase from current offerings. The economics section predicts only a 6%
increasexxvii in BLM’s budget will be needed to implement the PRMP in the first decade.



No Take – Earlier in this report it outlines the decision not design timber sales that
require incidental take until bared owl control is in place that is consistent with the
assumptions of the biological opinion. This effectively reduces the land base for
sustained yield management by 30-39% while this is in effect. This has a magnified
effect when coupled with the time it takes to plan and design timber sales.



Dual Plan Compliance – Given litigation will be ongoing for years it is likely that BLM
will adopt a policy of dual compliance with both the 1995 RMP and the PRMP. This
means not conducting harvest that is inconsistent with either plan's reserve allocations.
While in effect this policy would further reduce the options for timber sales.
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2) Consultation - Given that the Biological Assessment and Opinion have not been shared
outside of the Agencies it is not clear what kind of actions will be authorized at the plan level
and what will be addressed in project level consultation. A rule published on May 4, 2015,
clarified that the USF&WS and National Marine Fisheries Service do not need to issue an
incidental take statement for some federal planning decisions that anticipate future harm to
protected species, but do not authorize any specific projects that would cause impacts. This
leads to greater uncertainty as to the level of restrictions that will be result from project level
consultation and increased avoidance by the BLM in the design of projects before project
consultation occurs. The declaration of the sustained yield harvest level is only valid if all
constraints have been incorporated. Decisions at the project level that result in avoidance
that were assumed to be available have the cumulative effect to reduce the HLB and the
sustainability of the declared harvest level.
3) Tactical vs Planning Acres - The vegetation
modeling provides the basis to project most of the
key resource values. With all of the combinations of
allocations that are made it subdivides the
approximately 77,000 individual forest stands into
860,000+ parts. Especially in and around the riparian
network this creates isolated pieces that operationally
will not be harvested. All of these acres are
incorporated into the HLB as fully available for
management. For tactical implementation the land
base assumed in the planning process to be available
is in reality something less. The brown areas are the
modeled HLB intermingled with riparian (blue), and
other reserves (green).
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Annual Productive Capacity – At Least 1.3 Billion Board Feet
In the FEIS BLM has tiered to the 2008 RMP reference analysisxxviii to “manage most commercial
lands for maximizing timber production” which reported a sustained yield harvest level of 1.2 billion
board feet. The FEIS states “Although there have been some changes in the decision area that would slightly alter
these calculations resulting from timber harvest and growth since the calculations in the 2008 FEIS, these results
provides an approximate outcome that is still relevant for the decision area.” (Emphasis added.)
Not only has there been a continued increase in the inventoryxxix due to the lack of regeneration
harvest but also the PRMP is based on an increase in the productivity classification particularly in
the northern Districts. The PRMP utilized an optimization model which produces higher
sustainable harvest levels than the model used in 2008.
Comparison of No Action Harvest Determinations
No Action Alternative
2008 Draft RMP
2016 PRMP

ASQ
268
277

Non ASQ
87
122

Total
355
399

The No Action Alternative allocated only 30% of the forest to sustained yield management.
Although the land base is smaller it serves as basis for comparison to reflect the increase in the
inventory, increase in productivity classification, and the difference in the modeling between the two
RMP determinations. The difference in total harvest reflects a 12% increase. This is a conservative
estimate of the difference of the forest managed at full capacity and the availability of more mature
forest with a much larger land base. Assuming this conservative increase the 2008 RMP
determination of 1.2 billion board feet would be at least 1.3 billion board feet.
A conservative and simplistic estimation applying BLM sustained yield productions ratesxxx to the
land base and excluding Congressionally and Administratively Reserved lands plus an additional 10%
in the north and 15% in the south for lands not suitable for timber production, existing recreation
sites, etc., also results in an estimate of at least 1.3 billion.


BLM failed to determine the Annual Productive Capacity using the best available
information which they applied in modeling of the alternatives under the FEIS.



The Annual Productive Capacity of the BLM administered forest lands in western Oregon is
at least 1.3 billion board feet when managed for maximum timber production.



The PRMPs sustainable harvest level of 205 mmbf is only 16% of the Annual Productive
Capacity.
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County PRMP Acreage
Forest Acres – Excludes roads, rock, water, and other non-forest lands.
Sustained Yield Acres – Lands managed for long term sustained yield under the PRMP.

County
Benton
Clackamas
Clatsop
Columbia
Coos
Curry
Douglas
Jackson
Josephine
Klamath
Lane
Lincoln
Linn
Marion
Multnohmah
Polk
Tillamook
Washington
Yamhill
Total

Forest
Acres
55,200
69,300
10,200
151,800
56,600
612,900
355,400
286,200
48,000
271,700
18,900
80,000
18,600
3,900
37,700
44,800
10,900
31,000
2,163,100

Sustained
Yield
Acres
7,700
24,800
5,300
7,900
8,100
97,500
127,800
36,400
36,800
56,700
1,300
23,900
6,800
1,500
9,600
1,400
5,000
10,800
469,300
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Percent
Forest for
Sustained
Yield
14%
36%
52%
5%
14%
16%
36%
13%
77%
21%
7%
30%
37%
38%
25%
3%
46%
35%
22%

Percent
BLM
Forest
3%
3%
0%
0%
7%
3%
28%
16%
13%
2%
13%
1%
4%
1%
0%
2%
2%
1%
1%
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